Innovation Designed Around You

DATA CENTER

Ergo-Express® Motorized
Service Cart & Lifter
Reduce the risk of an injury associated with data
center maintenance tasks.

Data Center Service Cart & Lifter
Our Mission
PHS West is a relationship
focused organization providing
innovative products for a safe and
efficient workplace.

Our Data Center Lifter and Ergo-Express® Motorized Service Cart is
designed with the unique needs of data center operations teams
in mind. This all-in-one system allows a single operator to safely
transport everything needed to perform routine server maintenance
safely and efficiently. The Service Cart provides an efficient
means of moving from location to location while the Lifter mitigates
potential back injuries when installing or removing server equipment.

Each day I spend at PHS West, Inc.,
I have the opportunity to generate
and foster an environment rooted
in creativity and productivity.
Developing innovative solutions
that make a difference for our
customers is our top priority.

Isaac Braun

SENIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEER

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

All PHS West products are backed by our 24/7 technical support
guarantee meaning you can call us anytime for product support.
With a three-year warranty on parts, optional extended warranty,
and service package options, you can tailor your level of product
support to meet your needs.
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Data Center Service Cart & Lifter
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The Service Cart and Lifter offer unique benefits both individually and when used in tandem.

ERGO-EXPRESS MOTORIZED SERVICE CART

DATA CENTER LIFTER

The Service Cart can be configured to
accommodate the specific equipment
and tools used by your maintenance staff.
Customize shelving and enclosure options
as well as accessory storage, such as a laptop
arm, to ensure your cart is the perfect solution.

The low friction platform makes loading
and unloading equipment effortless.
The platform has a minimum height
able to reach even the lowest point of a
server rack and is easily controlled via a
handheld pendant.

SERVICE CART AND LIFTER COMBINATION

The combination of Service Cart and Lifter allows a single operator to transport, install, and
uninstall server hardware in a single trip. This reduces the time needed to complete server repairs,
boosting the efficiency of routine server maintenance. Furthermore, the system mitigates the risk of
overexertion injuries to team members from manually transporting equipment and tools, reducing
burnout and staff turnover.
Once an operator has reached a job, the lifter can be separated from the cart and positioned for
optimal access and minimal floorspace impact.
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